Abstract. This paper is concerned with certain aspects of acyclicity in a compact connected topological semigroup, and applications to the admissibility of certain multiplications on continua. The principal result asserts that if 5 is a semigroup on a continuum, finitely floored in dimension 2, then S=ESE implies S=K.
Topological preliminaries. If A is a closed subset of a space X and h is an element of H\X), then h\A denotes the image of h under the natural homomorphism H\X) i!> H\A). The following theorem is due to Wallace [5] : Theorem 1. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and ^ a closed relation from X to Y such that LiA) n LiB) is connected for each pair of closed subsets A and It should be observed that if X is compact and L^Hn(X) does not contain 0, then there exists a floor F for L. In particular, if A is a closed subset of X such that h| A5¿0 for each Aei, then F may be chosen as a subset of A.
The following topological lemma is a modified version ofthat due to Cohen and Koch [1] . Lemma 3 . Let X be a continuum such that Hn(X)=/=0, and suppose X is a floor for some subset L of H n(X). If A is a proper retract of X, then Hn(X/A)=£0and X/A isa floor for some subset L0 ofHn(X/A). Moreover, L0 may be chosen to be finite ifL is finite. Note that <p* is an isomorphism by the map excision theorem [6], Let LX^L be those elements h in L satisfying h\A =0. For each he Lx there exists an element h0 of Hn(X/A) such that <p*(h0) = h. Let LQ^Hn(X/A) be a "section" of A; i-e. for each hsLx there exists a unique element h0 in L0 such that <p*(h0) = h. Clearly such a set exists and is finite if L is finite. We shall show that X/A is a floor for L0. By the manner in which h0 was chosen, it is clear that 0 <£ L0. Suppose that B is a proper closed subset of X/A and consider the commutative diagram
cpf is induced by the restriction of 9? to y~\B). Since A"is connected, <p~1(B) u A is a proper closed subset of X. Hence there is an element h in L such that h\<p~1(B) u A =0. In particular, h\(p~1(B) = 0 and h\A=0, h eLx, and so there exists an element h0 in A such that h01B=0. Our intention is to show that h01B=0. Since h \ <p ~ X(B)=0
and h\cp~1(B) = q>*(h0)\(p~1(B) = (pî(h0\B), it suffices to show that <p* is injective.
With this end in mind, two cases are considered : (i) p = (piA) e B and iii)p = <PÍA)tB.
In case (i) <px is a homeomorphism of <p ~xiB) onto B and thus <p* is an isomorphism. In case (ii) we consider the diagram Because of the minimal conditions of F, h\SA=0 and h\SB = 0; thus Z*(/i \SF) = 0.
Hence there exists an element h0 of H1iSA n SB) such that Aih0) = h\SF. Define a relation ^ from SA n SB to A x B as follows : For x e SA n SB and ie,f) e AxB, let x¿ie,f) if and only if x e Se n Sf. It is easily verified that ^ is a closed relation from SA n SB to A xB. For each subset C of A xB,LiC) = [J {Se n Sf : (e,f)eC}; therefore LiC) is a left ideal of S. Because 5 has a zero and S=ES, it is easily verified that the left ideal LiM) n LiN) is connected for each pair of closed subsets M and N of AxB. Now h0\L(A xB)=h0\SA n SB=h0^0, so by Theorem 1 it follows that there exists a pair (e,f) e AxB such that ho\L((e,f))^0.
That is to say, h0\Se n S/VO. Consider the commutative diagram A H\SA n SB) -> H2(SF) A0 * H\Se) x H\Sf) -> H\Se n Sf) -> H2(Se u Sf).
Since S has a zero, A0 is injective. Therefore h \ Se u Sf= A0(h0\Se n Sf)^0 and the proof is complete. A point /? in a space Af is said to be peripheral if there exist small neighborhoods V containing p such that Hn(V*, V*\V) = 0 for all nonnegative n. The following lemma follows from Hofmann and Mostert [3, p. 168 ] and the definition.
Lemma 5. Let S be a continuum and e an idempotent of S\K. If e e (Se)°, then e is peripheral in S.
Lemma 6. Suppose that X is a continuum and X is a floor for some subset L of Hn(X); then no point of X is peripheral.
Proof. For each neighborhood F of I the natural homomorphism of Hn(X) il> Hn(X\V) is not injective. Indeed there exists a nonzero element h of L such that h\X\V=0. The conclusion follows from the fact that Hn(X, X\V) is isomorphic to Hn(V*, V*\V) under the natural homomorphism.
Theorem 7. Let S be a continuum satisfying S=ESE. If S is a floor for some finite subset L of H2(S), then S=K.
Proof. Since S is a floor for L, H2(S)^Q. If SV A then Kis a proper retract of S [7] . Thus the hypothesis of Lemma 3 is satisfied, and so S/K, the Rees quotient modulo K, satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. We may now assume that S has a zero.
By Theorem 4 for each heL there exists a pair of idempo tents eh and/, in S such that h\Seh<J Sfh^0. Let A = \J {Seh u Sfh : heL} and observe that A is closed because L is finite. Clearly h\A # 0 for each heL and hence A = S. We conclude that there exists a finite subset {et}?=i of F such that S=\Jî=i Seh and also that et $ Se} for i#/ Then ex e (Sex)°, so by Lemma 5, ex is peripheral in S. This establishes a contradiction to Lemma 6, and the proof is complete. The class of compact connected 2-manifolds without boundary are covered by the preceding theorem, and other examples are readily constructed. Also, it should be noted that there is an example of a semigroup S with a zero satisfying S=ESE and H2(S) ^ 0 [2] . The underlying space of S is a 2-sphere with four closed intervals issuing from a common point z on the 2-sphere. The point z is a zero for S and the other idempotents for S are the free endpoints of the four arcs. In view of Theorems 4 and 7 this example is in a sense a prototype of any such example.
